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Absract: Infiltration process is one of the most natural phenomena which plays significant role in engineering
problems. It is very important to determine an appropriate model to predict infiltration process. There are
different equations to simulate infiltration process. In this paper Kostiakov, Philip and SCS models were tested
to select fitted one for Shazand plane, Arak, Iran. Double ring test was done in Shazand plane to determine
mentioned models parameters. RMSE and N.S. indices were used to calculate accuracy of simulation. RMSE
and N.S. were calculated for Kostiakov, Philip and SCS as following: (0.1933, 0.992197), (0.1011, 0.995919),
(0.0688, 0.99722), respectively. Therefore, SCS model was selected as appropriate one to simulate infiltration
process.
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INTRODUCTION empirical estimated models. In these models such as

Water around the world is distributed in three tried to simplify initial conditions of flow equation in
sections  as  atmosphere, biosphere  and  lithosphere. As unsaturated zone. These hypothesize not only decrease
it shown in Fig. 1, two percent of water resources are physical  required  data  for model running, but also
fresh. Ice forms 87% of fresh water which is rarely usable decrease accuracy of model outputs.
for water development program. Estimated empirical models have low limitation in

The most important part of fresh water which is easily terms of hypothesize that relates to condition of soil
available is called underground water. It plays very surface   and   soil   profile.  In contrast, have  been limited
significant role in water resource management which is
formed through infiltration process. For this reason, a
careful study will  require to explain infiltration
phenomena. On the other hand, characteristics of soil
infiltration has significant role in design and management
of hydraulic projects. Calculation of soil infiltration is one
of the most important parts of irrigation and drainage,
hydrological studies, too. Therefore, quantifying of
infiltration process will have special role. This has led to
develop various physical and empirical models to describe
infiltration process.

Determination of appropriate infiltration equation at
a certain area requires field study according to current
conditions. In general, infiltration equations include
estimation models which are based on physical and Fig. 1: Water resources distribution diagram

Green-Ampt  model,  relying on physical principles, it is
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to the calibrated conditions. The coefficients of these MATERIALS AND METHODS
models is determined using curve fitting method.
Kostiakov and SCS models belong to this category. There are various methods to measure infiltration rate

Several studies have been conducted to establish which the simplest one is using double ring method. SCS,
models parameters, validate models or compare models Kostiakov and Philip models were applied to predict
efficiencies and applicability for different soil conditions. infiltration characteristics of the field.

Igbadun and Idris [1] investigated the capacity of
Kostiakov’s, Philip’s, Kostiakov-Lewis’ and modified Kostiakov Model: This model is a simple and general form
Kostiakov infiltration models to describe water infiltration of infiltration rate model which was developed by
into a hydromorphic soil of the flood plain in Zango Kostiakov [6] as following:
village, Samaru, Zaria, Nigeria. They reported that
although the four models provided good overall (1)
agreement, Kostiakov’s and modified Kostiakov model
were found to provide best fit. Where  and  are constants and t is infiltration time. The

Oku and Aiyelari  [2]  deduced  that Philip’s model constants will be determined using measured infiltration
was  more  suitable than  Kostiakov’s model from a study data in studied field.
of the  infiltration  capacity   of   the soil (Inceptisols) of
the humid forest in  southern  Nigeria using the two Philip Model: This model which is developed by Philip
models. [7], is infinite-series solution to solve non-linear partial

Musa and Adeoye [3] in their study to adapt differential Richardson’s equation that describe transient
infiltration equations to the soil of the permanent site farm fluid flow in a porous medium. The general form of Philip
of the Federal University of Technology, Minna, in the model is as following:
Guinea Savannah Zone of Nigeria stated that Kostiakov’s
model showed a better performance over those of Philip’s (2)
and Horton’s models.

Mbagwu [4] reported that Philip’s model would Where S and A are model parameters.
always fail to predict measured infiltrations when the
assumptions of the model are not met during the SCS Model: Based on limitation of Kostiakov model in
infiltration process. However, the need for continuous in- long time infiltration, US Department of Agriculture,
depth and field specific study of the applicability of Natural resources and Conservation developed the
infiltration equations cannot be over emphasized since following equation:
models parameters and performance vary for different
soils and with time. (3)

Duan et al. [5] compared Kostiakov, Kostiakov-
Louise, Philip, SCS and Horton models to estimate Accuracy Criteria: Two following numerical indices were
accumulated infiltration and infiltration rate. Their study used to determine appropriate infiltration model for the
showed that Kostiakov-Louis and Horton models have plane:
accurate performance. In this research, mentioned
empirical models were verified using double ring method (5)
to select appropriate accumulative infiltration model in
study area.

In  this  paper,  three  infiltration models (Kostiakov,
Philipe, SCS) have been evaluated to determine (6)
appropriate empirical model for measuring infiltration rate
in Shazand, Arak, Iran. The specific objectives in this
research are estimate models parameters to compare the Which RMSE and N.S.  are Root Mean Square Error and
cumulative infiltration depths estimated by them with their Nash-Sutclift indices, respectively. In these equations,
corresponding measured value. Ical.   andIobs.    are    calculated    and   observed   values,
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Fig 2: Location of plane, Markazi province, Iranb

respectively. Less RMSE will indicate good agreement
between   observed   and  calculated   data.
Nash–Sutcliffe    efficiencies   can   range   from  -  to 1.
An efficiency of 1 (N.S.= 1) corresponds to a perfect
match of modeled data to the observed data. An
efficiency of 0 (N.S.= 0) indicates that the model
predictions are as accurate as the mean of the observed
data, whereas an efficiency less than zero (N.S.< 0) occurs
when the observed mean is a better predictor than the
model or, in other words, when the residual variance
(described by the nominator in the expression above), is
larger than the data variance (described by the
denominator).

Case Study: This research work has been done at
Rasvand-Shazand plate of  Markazi province, Arak, Iran,
with 2600 ha area and 400 mm mean annual rainfall (Fig. 2).
Double ring test was done at 14 sections with uniform soil
structure. Estimated time of each test was 120 min. Three
models were studied to determine their coefficients:
Kostiakov, Philip and SCS infiltration models. Seven tests
were done for each model to determine their coefficients.
The results are mentioned in Table 1. The results of
simulation of each model during  calibration   process  are
shown  in  Table  2. The mean equation of plane is
calculated and mentioned at Table 3.

Table 1: Coefficients of infiltration models
Model coefficients
---------------------------------------------------
kostiakov Philip SCS
-------------- -------------- ----------------

Location n k A s a B
Mohajerankamar(2) 0.778 0.315 0.077 0.375 0.171 0.900
Hamrian (1) 0.936 0.308 0.213 0.163 0.230 0.992
Jamal abad 0.759 0.342 0.082 0.381 0.177 0.904
Alborz 0.784 0.306 0.073 0.399 0.183 0.881
Moajerankhak 0.783 0.340 0.081 0.438 0.210 0.876
Marta(1) 0.811 0.272 0.084 0.312 0.169 0.897
Marta (2) 0.750 0.343 0.061 0.461 0.209 0.481
Mean 0.801 0.318 0.095 0.360 0.192 0.847

Table 2: The Results of simulation in calibration process for infiltration
models

Infiltration model 
location name Infiltration equation R2

Mohajerankamar Kostiakov Z=0.315T 0.9950.788

(2) Philip Z=0.375T +0.077T 0.9970.5

SCS Z=0.293T +0.6985 0.9920.815

Hamrian (1) Kostiakov Z=0.308T 0.9750.936

Philip Z=0.101T +0.223T 0.9520.5

SCS Z=0.230T +0.6985 0.9720.992

Alborz Kostiakov Z=0.306T 0.9960.784

Philip Z=0.339T +0.073T 0.9960.5

SCS Z=0.183T +0.6985 0.9920.881

Mohajerankhak Kostiakov Z=0.340T 0.9990.783

Philip Z=0.438T +0.081T 0.9990.5

SCS Z=0.210T +0.6985 0.9960.881

Jamal abad Kostiakov Z=0.342T 0.9980.759

Philip Z=0.381T +0.082T 0.9970.5

SCS Z=0.177T +0.6985 0.9900.904

Marta (1) Kostiakov Z=0.272T 0.9920.811

Philip Z=0.312T +0.084T 0.9890.5

SCS Z=0.169T +0.6985 0.9800.897

Marta(2) Kostiakov Z=0.343T 0.9950.750

Philip Z=0.461T +0.061T 0.9950.5

SCS Z=0.209T +0.6985 0.9900.841

Table 3: Final accumulated infiltration equation of plane 
Location Model name Infiltration model
Shazand plane Kostiakov Z=0.318T0.801

Philip Z=0.360T +0.095T0.5

SCS Z=0.192T +0.69480.847

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper three infiltration models were calibrated
in Shazand plane, Arak, Iran as following: Kostiakov,
Philip and SCS. Their parameters were calculated using
infiltration test in different situation of plane. The mean
equations of the plane are presented in Table 3. It is
necessary to verify these models for selecting the best
fitted one.
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Table 4: simulated values for verification process
Infiltration models
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Kostiakov Philip SCS

Time (min) Accumulated infiltration depth (cm) Z=0.318T Z=0.360T +0.095T Z=0.192T +0.69480.801 0.5 0.847

5 1.07 1.15 1.27 1.44
10 2.04 2.01 2.08 2.04
20 3.61 3.5 3.5 3.61
30 5.01 4.84 4.82 5.01
45 7.25 6.7 6.68 7.25
60 8.98 8.44 8.48 8.98
90 12.45 11.68 11.96 12.45
120 15.41 14.7 15.34 15.41

Fig 2: Measured infiltration accumulated depth vs. simulated values 

Fig 3: The amount of RMSE index for three models
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Fig 4: The amount of N.S. index for models

An infiltration test was done to verify the accuracy 2. Oku, E. and A. Aiyelari, 2011. Predictability of Philip
of models, which is shown in Table 4. The first column is and Kostiakov infiltration model under inceptisols in
time of accumulated infiltration and the second column is the Humid Forest Zone, Nigeria. Kasetsart Journal
accumulated infiltration depth. Simulated infiltration depth (Natural Science), 45: 594 -602.
corresponding to three models is shown column 3 to 5. 3. Musa, J.J. and P.A. Adeoye, 2010. Adaptability of
Graphical representation of each model is presented in infiltration equations to the soils of the Permanent
Fig.  2.  As  it  clear,  SCS  model has best fit rather than Site Farm of the Federal University of Technology,
the others. Kostikov and Philip  models  has good Minna, in the Guinea Savannah Zone of Nigeria.
agreement  in  initial  infiltration  process, but passing Assumption University Journal of Technology.
time, differences with measured values increases in 14(2): 147-155.
Kostiakov model. 4. Mbagwu, J.S.C., 1997. Quasi-steady infiltration rates

RMSE index  was  calculated for three models which of highly permeable tropical moist savannah soils in
is shown in Fig. 3. The result of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 shows relation to land use and pore size distribution. Soil
that the SCS model is best fitting one for the Shazand Technology, 11: 185-195.
plane. Although all three models have N.S. coefficient 5. Duna,  R.,   C.B.  Fedler and   J.  Borrelli,  2010. Field
nearby unity, but SCS model has greater value. On the evaluation of infiltration  models  in lawn soils. Irrig.
other words, all three accuracy indices satisfy SCS model Sci., 29: 379-389.
very  good  agreement with measured data. 6. Kastiakov, A.N., 1932. On the dynamics of the
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